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if youve read on in the series, youve probably seen that the first sentence of the lesson above refers to the name for the aprs packet used to report space weather information. and if
youve downloaded the aprs tools you know why that is. but i didnt find that out from the way i remembered the name. if i had remembered that it was called an aprs, i would have

spelled the word according to websterd dictionary, which calls aprs aprs . but because i was familiar with the word and had memorized its spelling as aprs, i spelled it the way i do for alps
and hills. an important point to bear in mind is that there is variation in the definition of compositionality among different psychologists. nonetheless, a few standard features have been
put forward. one comes from the work of steven pinker, [] who defines compositionality in terms of deep levels of meaning that can be found beneath surface linguistic expressions. [] a
popular view of what happens as you add new words, he explains, is that you create something like a new way of thinking about old concepts, and these new ways of thinking about old
concepts, in turn, generate new thoughts and new concepts. [] to take pinker’s point further, when we hear a sentence such as “the president is fed up with the telephone”, we do not

think “the telephone is fed up with the president”. we think that the president, not the telephone, is fed up. we think this because we have an understanding of what thinking is, and we
understand that the president thinks and thinks about the telephone, and that the telephone does not think or think about the president.
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goku comes across a
saiyan named gohan
and the two set out to
fight piccolo's minions,

whom piccolo has
dispatched to earth in
order to dispose of all

goku's friends as
revenge for defeating

him in a previous fight.
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goku and gohan foil the
assassins, only to be
followed by the alien

fighters, the z fighters
(they are also called the

z fighters), who are
naturally displeased
that goku and gohan
were able to defeat
them twice. the two

continue their journey,
though, and are caught
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in an explosion that was
caused by goku as he

blasts an alien ship with
his kamehameha. as
soon as he awakens,

goku discovers that he
has lost his tail and his
enemies have lost their
tails. piccolo explains
that the result of the
battle is that all the z
fighters are equipped
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with tails. goku finds
that the z fighters have

tails on their upper
bodies, not their lower

ones, as is the case
with him. goku,

accompanied by the
rest of his friends,

continues their quest to
save the world. goku

was on his way to visit
bulma who he helped
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become pregnant with
his child and had the

child, which they
named as trunks, and

gohan; despite not
knowing who the father

is. three days later, i
met the guy who took

the time to come to the
meeting and give me a
ride to work. i could see

by the way his eyes
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moved and the way he
stared and the way he
held my attention that
he had been afraid to
come. i thought of the

boy whose hurt feeling i
could see in the contour

of his forehead, the
eyes that moved over
my body and lingered

on my breasts and then
got frightened again. i
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remembered the stories
i used to tell my

students about people
who were wronged,

starting with something
like, i am going to make

you take my word on
this because i love you,

he didnt like me
anymore. i was sick

with worry that
something might
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happen to him out of
my sight. i was in fear
and trembling for him.
for him, i felt, the big

city and the big theater
had no more allure than
the dark ocean. for him,

the big city had very
limited appeal, even

though he lived in it. he
wanted to go where the

things he could have
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were. where there were
no surprises. where

whatever he needed he
could always get, but to

which he was always
welcome. where he was

not defenseless but
protected. he could

always see where and
what he wanted,

without risk. but i was
in love with a girl in a
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place with an ocean, a
place like the one

where i had grown up.
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